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Jack Venrick
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
<jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Friday, November 14, 2008 2:38 PM
What Is A Dollar And Repeal The Federal Reserve

The unFederal unReserve Private Central Bankers AND CONgress protecting our Rights, our
borders and our monetary system from collapse
November 14, 2008
To: The Natural Born, Sovereign and Free
bcc: The Three Branches of Government
Here is an analysis by Edwin Vieira AND a letter from Tom DeWeese below, both laying out a
different aspect of our crooked monetary system.
You add up the unconstitutional and fraudulent monetary system + the crooked tax system + the
crooked usurious interest rate system and you have the three main branches of the same tree of
taking. These three branches not only go against the laws of our land but go against the "Laws
of Nature and Nature's God". Usury is probably the next oldest crime in the world.
These three branches are the financial wool that has been pulled over our eyes, the golden fleece
that has fleeced us generation after generation.
Pay attention to what they do not do





They do not "bailout" OUR freedoms, liberties and unalienable rights.
They do not throw the systems causing the need for bailouts over board,
 i.e. the illegitimate monetary systems, tax systems and usurious interest systems.
They in fact do the opposite,
 i.e. they are escalating legends of legal fiction and tyranny to further their takings
from us
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They are spreading this three financial branches around the world








then arming themselves to the teeth to force it down the throats of their own natural born
sovereign AND free state Citizens
This is why the 20th century has been the bloodiest on record.
They call it democracy, or securing freedom around the world or protecting your freedom,
otherwise inventing a semantic swindling name.
The greens and the socialist reformation movement are using this same shell game.
Being completely free is just too risky....for their careers and profits

They are taking every right we were given before the Constitution.






They are taking the few rights forced upon the Federalist to include after the Constitutional
Conventions.
They are systematically warring upon our private and public property on all fronts.
This was noticed over a hundred years ago by many others including my Grandfather.
But few people would believe such hard truths because they are too busy trying to survive

The difference today is we have the internet and there is a new wind blowing across this virtual
network








To help us better see the phony wizards behind the curtains.
They have rewritten our laws, our legislation, exercised uncountable illegitimate EO's,
filled up the prisons and jails by converting our rights into legal fiction privileges and
public policy
They have converted the natural born sovereign and free into common criminals
 with legal fiction paper that can only be applied upon municipal and private
CORPORATIONS
We no longer own our own private property because of these three branches of takings are
232 years old

Government and nongovernment types who abuse the fundemental laws of the land have a
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different agenda than us.


These three illegitimate branches must be chain sawed off immediately.
 From these three branches - all evil grows
 This tree of government has blocked out the sun of our past generations
 And if left to grow further, will block out the sun to our future generations
 This tree has rooted itself under the foundation of our rights, life, freedoms and
liberty
 And is heaving up our traditional way of life

OVER 14% OF AMERICAN WORKFORCE IS GOVERNMENT EMPOYEES OR 18
MILLION AS OF 2000
AmeriStat, May 2002) There were 130 million people employed in the United States in 2000, not
counting military personnel. Data from the Census 2000 Supplementary Survey show that 14
percent of the country's workforce reported that they were government employees at the local,
state, or federal level (about 18 million people). Local governments employed the most people,
9.7 million, while state governments and the federal government employed approximately 5.4
million and 3.2 million people respectively.
Although men accounted for a greater share of the total civilian work force (54 percent), women
accounted for more than half of the employees in the public sector (55 percent). At the local
level, almost 60 percent of government employees were women, while men outnumbered women
in the federal government.
In 2000, California had the largest total work force and the largest number of government
employees (2.1 million). But in relative terms, Alaska had the largest public sector: More than
25 percent of Alaska's workers were government employees in 2000. Pennsylvania employed the
smallest share of government workers — less than 11 percent of its total work force.
http://www.prb.org/Articles/2002/TheSizeandShapeofAmericasGovernment.aspx
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Jack Venrick
Enumclaw, Washington

What Is A "Dollar"?
An Historical Analysis Of The Fundamental Question In
Monetary Policy
by

Edwin Vieira, Jr.
http://fame.org/HTM/Vieira_Edwin_What_is_a_Dollar_EV-002.HTM
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Jack Venrick
Enumclaw, Washington
“The ideal tyranny is that which is ignorantly
self-administered by its victims. The most
perfect slaves are, therefore, those which
blissfully and unawaredly enslave themselves.”
"A truth's initial commotion is directly proportional
to how deeply the lie was believed. It wasn't the
world being round that agitated people, but that
the world wasn't flat.
When a well-packaged web of lies has been sold
gradually to the masses over generations,
the truth will seem utterly preposterous and
its speaker a raving lunatic"
(Dresden James, Author)
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